Introduction
============

Autism spectrum disorders (ASD) are a heterogeneous group of neurodevelopmental disorders that are defined by behavioral observations, and are characterized by impairments in communication and social interaction along with restrictive and repetitive behaviors.^[@bib1]^ ASD includes autistic disorder, Asperger syndrome, pervasive developmental disorder---not otherwise specified and Rett syndrome. An estimated 1 out of 110 individuals in the US is currently affected with an ASD.^[@bib2]^ The etiology of ASD is unclear at this time. Although several genetic syndromes, such as Fragile X and Rett syndromes, have been associated with ASD, empirical studies have estimated that genetic syndromes only account for 6--15% of ASD cases.^[@bib3]^ Therefore, the majority of ASD cases are not due to a simple single gene or chromosomal disorder. Although many of the cognitive and behavioral features of ASD are thought to arise from dysfunction of the central nervous system (CNS), evidence from many fields of medicine has documented multiple non-CNS physiological abnormalities associated with ASD,^[@bib4],\ [@bib5],\ [@bib6],\ [@bib7]^ suggesting that, in some individuals, ASD arises from systemic, rather than organ-specific, abnormalities. Specifically, in recent decades, research and clinical studies have implicated physiological and metabolic systems that transcend specific organ dysfunction, such as immune dysregulation, inflammation, impaired detoxification, environmental toxicant exposures, redox regulation/oxidative stress and energy generation/mitochondrial systems.^[@bib8]^ In this context, ASD may arise from, or at least involve, systemic physiological abnormalities rather than being a purely CNS disorder,^[@bib9]^ at least in a subset of individuals with ASD.

Interestingly, this view of ASD has similarities with recent studies in other psychiatric disorders. Like ASD, a simple single gene or chromosomal abnormality has not been found to explain most psychiatric disorders. Despite the fact that linkage studies have identified candidate regions of certain chromosomes that could be associated with many psychiatric disorders, studies have been inconsistent. For example, genetic polymorphisms have been associated with susceptibility to psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, but most polymorphisms identified are in the non-coding regions of the genome, making the understanding of how these genetic changes contribute to psychiatric disorders opaque.^[@bib10],\ [@bib11]^ Research studies in a wide variety of psychiatric disorders, including ASD, have started to investigate gene--environment interactions and epigenetic factors, rather than fixed genetic defects. Other research studies examining the etiology of psychiatric disorders have embraced the study of pathophysiological mechanisms that could more directly result in cellular dysfunction and the subsequent development of psychiatric disorders. Like ASD, pathophysiological mechanisms identified in some psychiatric disorders include immune dysregulation, inflammation, impaired detoxification, environmental toxicant exposures, redox regulation/oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction.^[@bib12],\ [@bib13],\ [@bib14],\ [@bib15]^

Immune dysregulation and inflammation has been implicated in several psychiatric disorders. For example, neuroinflammation, which generally refers to CNS-specific, chronic glial reactions that may not demonstrate typical peripheral evidence of inflammation, has been implicated in several psychiatric disorders,^[@bib16]^ including Alzheimer\'s disease,^[@bib17]^ schizophrenia,^[@bib18]^ bipolar disorder,^[@bib19]^ and depression^[@bib20]^ as well as ASD.^[@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ Neuroinflammation can damage brain tissue through several mechanisms, including plaque formation, abnormal neuron growth, increased tau phosphorylation and proinflammatory cytokines release.^[@bib16]^

Environmental toxicants exposure has been implicated in a wide variety of disorders. Toxicants, such as heavy metals, pesticides and chemicals, can damage cells by converging on similar biochemical pathways to produce adverse effects, such as increasing oxidative stress, depleting glutathione and impairing cellular signaling.^[@bib23]^ Exposures to environmental toxicants, such as mercury, lead, arsenic, polychlorinated biphenyls and toluene, are known to cause neurodevelopmental disorders.^[@bib24]^ Exposures to environmental toxicants have been implicated in certain psychiatric disorders, such as ADHD,^[@bib25],\ [@bib26],\ [@bib27]^ depression^[@bib28]^ and schizophrenia^[@bib29]^ as well as ASD.^[@bib30],\ [@bib31],\ [@bib32]^

Oxidative stress is defined as damage to cellular tissue caused by free radicals such as reactive oxygen species. Oxidative stress has been implicated in a wide variety of disorders, including cardiovascular disease,^[@bib33]^ diabetes^[@bib34]^ and hypertension.^[@bib35]^ Furthermore, oxidative stress has been implicated in several psychiatric disorders,^[@bib13]^ including schizophrenia,^[@bib36],\ [@bib37]^ depression,^[@bib38]^ bipolar disorder^[@bib39],\ [@bib40]^ and Alzheimer\'s disease.^[@bib41]^ Oxidative stress has also been reported in some individuals with ASD.^[@bib6],\ [@bib42]^

Finally, dysfunction in mitochondria, distinct cellular organelles that oxidize glucose and fatty acids to generate adenosine triphosphate, the energy carrier in most mammalian cells,^[@bib43]^ has been implicated in several psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia,^[@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46],\ [@bib47]^ bipolar disorder,^[@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ depression,^[@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ dementia^[@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ as well as ASD.^[@bib4],\ [@bib48],\ [@bib49]^ In addition to energy production, mitochondria are intimately involved in programmed cell death (apoptosis), calcium homeostasis, synaptic plasticity and neurotransmitter release.^[@bib50],\ [@bib51]^ Therefore, mitochondrial dysfunction can cause profound dysfunction of the CNS as well as other organ systems, particularly high-energy organs such as the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.^[@bib4]^

The goal of this manuscript is to examine the evidence of these systemic physiological abnormalities in ASD. We have approached this in several ways. First, we analyzed trends in the number of publications in four specific areas of research over the past four decades, and compared these trends with four other areas of research in ASD involving non-physiological abnormalities. Second, we have identified what percentage of studies in each of these research areas support these physiological mechanisms in ASD. Third, we rate the strength of these studies within each research area.

Materials and methods
=====================

Search strategy
---------------

A search of the PubMed, Google Scholar and SCOPUS databases from 1971 through 2010 was conducted to identify and collate pertinent publications using the search terms 'autism\', 'autistic\', 'ASD\', 'Asperger\', 'Rett\', 'pervasive developmental disorder\' and 'PDD\' in all combinations with the terms described below in four separate literature reviews of: (1) inflammation and immune dysregulation; (2) oxidative stress; (3) mitochondrial dysfunction; and (4) environmental toxicant exposures. Publications of Rett syndrome were collated separately. To identify publications of inflammation or immune dysregulation, the following search terms were used: 'immune\', 'immunology\', 'immunological\', 'autoimmune\', 'autoimmunity\', 'neuroinflammation\', 'neuroinflammatory\', 'inflammation\', 'inflammatory\', 'antibody\', 'antibodies\', 'immunoglobulin\', 'infection\', 'mucosal immunity\', 'adaptive immunity\', 'innate immunity\', 'lymphocyte\', 'glial activation\', 'cytokines\', 'prostaglandins\', 'neopterin\', 'immunomodulatory\', 'BDNF\', 'allergies\', 'asthma\' and 'atopy.\' To identify publications of oxidative stress, the following search terms were used: 'oxidized\', 'oxidative\', 'oxidant\', 'oxidants\', 'oxidation\', 'oxidative stress\', 'redox\', 'glutathione\', 'cysteine\', 'antioxidant\', 'antioxidants\', 'peroxidation\' and 'reactive oxygen.\' To identify publications of mitochondrial dysfunction, the following search terms^[@bib4]^ were used: 'mitochondria\', 'mitochondrial\', 'lactic\', 'lactate\', 'pyruvate\', 'pyruvic\', 'ammonia\', 'creatine kinase\', 'oxidative phosphorylation\', 'phosphorylation\', 'carnitine\', 'acylcarnitine\', 'fatty acid oxidation\', 'alanine\', 'respiratory chain\', 'electron transport chain\', 'energy\', 'ATP\' and 'adenosine.\' Finally, to identify publications of environmental toxicant exposures, the following search terms were used: 'toxicant\', 'toxin\', 'metal\', 'mercury\', 'lead\', 'chemical\', 'pesticide\', 'PCB\', 'phthalate\', 'solvent\', 'pollutant\', 'pollution\', 'xenobiotic\', 'bacteria\', 'stress\', 'antibiotic\', 'fluoride\', 'vitamin D\', 'fatty acids\', 'folate\', 'family bereavement\', 'delivery problem\' and 'oxytocin.\' For all four searches, a combined total of 1037 publications were identified. However, because we performed four separate literature searches, some publications were identified and placed into more than one category, although this number was relatively small (131 of 1037 publications or 13% see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for flow charts of literature searches, [Supplementary Figures S1-S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After consolidating these duplicated references, 906 unique publications discussing immune dysregulation, inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction or environmental toxicant exposures ('four major areas\') in ASD were identified and these references are listed in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

In order to compare trends in research areas identified above with other well-known areas of ASD research, we performed separate literature searches for four additional areas ('four comparison areas\') in ASD: neuroimaging, neuropathology, theory of mind and genetics. For neuroimaging, the following search terms were used: 'neuroimaging\', 'MRI\', 'magnetic resonance imaging\', 'SPECT\', 'single photon emission computed tomography\', 'PET\', 'positron emission tomography\', 'fMRI\', 'functional magnetic resonance imaging\', 'MRS\', 'magnetic resonance spectroscopy\', 'MEG\', 'magnetoencephalography\', 'computed tomography\' and 'diffusion tensor imaging.\' For neuropathology, the following search terms were used: 'neuropathology\', 'postmortem\', 'autopsy\' and 'necropsy\', and for theory of mind: 'theory of mind\' and 'ToM.\' Finally, for genetics, the following search terms were used: 'gene\', 'polymorphism\', 'mutation\', 'copy number variation\', 'chromosomal deletion\', 'chromosomal duplication\' and 'genomic.\' The flowcharts ([Supplementary Figures S5-S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and list of studies identified for each of these searches is available in the [Supplementary material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and includes 654 unique publications for neuroimaging, 99 for neuropathology, 191 for theory of mind and 1576 for genetics. To determine the number of studies published on autism since 1971, a search of PUBMED from 1971 through 2010 using the search term 'autism\' identified 16 310 unique publications.

Study selection
---------------

Publications were initially included if they: (1) involved individuals or specimens from individuals with ASD or were animal models of ASD, and (2) reported at least one finding related to immune dysregulation, inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction or environmental toxicant exposures. Abstracts of identified publications were reviewed to determine if a publication should be included. If the abstract was obscure or missing, the publication was reviewed to determine if inclusion was warranted. Publications of ASD animal models were collated separately. Publications concerning the potential relationship between vaccine administration or vaccine ingredients (for example, thimerosal) and ASD that were identified by the literature searches were collated separately, and not included in the trend analysis because the majority did not present any unique data (many of these publications were editorials).

Analysis strategy
-----------------

Publications were first grouped by the type of publication: clinical studies, review articles, hypothesis articles, treatment articles or animal models ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Clinical studies were defined as studies involving individuals with ASD or specimens from such individuals that produced unique outcome data but did not involve treatments. Review articles did not contain unique data but rather were reviews of other literature. Hypothesis papers were similar to review articles but were more speculative. Treatment articles involved a particular treatment for an abnormality. Animal models did not contain any human data. Secondly, publications were also grouped by whether they implicated or did not implicate an association between a particular physiological abnormality and ASD ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The number of identified publications per 5-year block was also calculated and this data is reported in [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Because the range of the number of publications differed by several orders of magnitude across the different areas of research, we reported the number of publications (*y* axis) on a logarithmic scale. [Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the proportion of publications within each research area normalized by the total number of publications within the specific research area. This allows the relative growth in each research area to be observed. [Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the proportion that each research area accounts for in the total number of publications identified for each specific 5-year period. This allows the relative influence of each area of research to be determined over time. Using χ^2^, we analyzed whether the number of studies differed across each research area within each 5-year block, if the number of studies changed over 5-year blocks within each research area and whether the change in the number of studies over 5-year blocks was different for different areas of research. Bonferroni correction was used to correct for multiple comparisons.

In order to assess the strengths and weaknesses of studies within the four major areas, all clinical and treatment studies were ranked using a validated level of evidence scale.^[@bib52]^ Using this scale, each study was individually assessed to determine the corresponding level of evidence ('evidence level\'), ranging from level 1 to 5. The highest evidence level (level 1) was assigned to a systematic review of RCTs (randomized controlled trials), an individual RCT (with narrow confidence intervals) or a cohort (prospective) study with good follow up; whereas the lowest evidence level (level 4 or 5) was assigned to case series or reports, or studies based on expert opinion without critical appraisal ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Using this scale, it was not possible to rank review articles, hypothesis articles or animal studies.

Results
=======

Publications identified by the search
-------------------------------------

### Four major areas

Of the 4422 initial publications (2033 duplicates) identified concerning immune dysregulation or inflammation in ASD, 532 met inclusion criteria ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the initial 1113 publications (623 duplicates) identified concerning oxidative stress in ASD, 115 met inclusion criteria ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the initial 1153 publications (360 duplicates) identified concerning mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD, 153 met inclusion criteria ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, of the 3784 publications (834 duplicates) identified concerning environmental toxicant exposures in ASD, 237 met criteria for inclusion ([Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Four comparison areas

For neuroimaging, out of 4807 initial publications (3291 duplicates), 654 met criteria for inclusion ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For neuropathology, out of 565 initial publications (245 duplicates), 99 met criteria for inclusion ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For theory of mind, out of 476 publications (81 duplicates), 191 met criteria for inclusion ([Supplementary Figure S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally for genetics, out of 11 524 publications (6735 duplicates), 1576 met criteria for inclusion ([Supplementary Figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Research trends in publications in four major areas
---------------------------------------------------

Prior to 1986, there were almost no publications in the four major areas of physiological abnormalities in ASD. Specifically, prior to 1986, there were only seven publications discussing immune dysregulation or inflammation, one publication discussing oxidative stress, three publications discussing environmental toxicant exposures and one publication discussing mitochondrial dysfunction with reference to ASD. As seen in [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, since 1986, publications in the areas of immune dysregulation or inflammation have been the fastest growing with publications in environmental toxicant exposures growing second fastest. Research in immune dysregulation or inflammation started growing in the 1990s, whereas growth in research focusing on oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and environmental toxicant exposures started within the last 10 years. As growth in these areas of research started, there has been a precipitous increase in the number of publications on these subjects, with the majority of publications in these areas of research published within the last 5 years (2006--2010). For example, 57% of the publications on immune dysregulation or inflammation, 73% of the publications on oxidative stress, 52% of the publications on mitochondrial dysfunction and 72% of the publications on environmental toxicant exposures in ASD have been published in the last 5 years.

Quantitative analysis of research trends in ASD in all research areas
---------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} provides a graphical representation of the number of papers published from 1971 to 2010, in 5-year intervals. The number of publications is represented on a logarithmic scale to help visualization because of the 10-fold difference in the number of publications from the area with the least number of papers (neuropathology) to the area with the most number of papers (genetics). Overall, the total number of papers published for each research area was significantly different across research areas (*χ*^2^(7)=4121, *P*\<0.0001). [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the total number of papers published in genetics (1573) is almost equal to all other research areas combined (1839). The total number of papers on genetic research was 2.4 times more than the second most-studied research area (neuroimaging) and 3.6 times more than the third most-studied research area (immune).

Overall, the total number of papers published per 5-year period was significantly different across years (*χ*^2^(7)=6029, *P*\<0.0001). [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the total number of papers progressively increased for each 5-year interval from 1971--1975 to 2006--2010. The χ^2^ for the research area by year contingency table was significant (*χ*^2^(49)=212, *P*\<0.0001) indicating that the change in the number of papers across years was different for different research areas. This was primarily due to the fact that several areas of research demonstrated unique trends.

[Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the trend in the number of publications published within each area of research (normalized to the total number of publications within the specific research area). Clearly, the research on oxidative stress and exposure to toxicants has grown the most as compared with all other research areas expect for immune (*oxidative stress*: mitochondrial dysfunction, *χ*^2^(7)=24, *P*\<0.001; neuropathology, *χ*^2^(7)=43, *P*\<0.001; genetics, *χ*^2^(7)=28, *P*\<0.001; theory of mind, *χ*^2^(7)=43, *P*\<0.001; neuroimaging, *χ*^2^(7)=25, *P*\<0.001. *toxicants*: mitochondrial dysfunction, *χ*^2^(7)=44, *P*\<0.001; neuropathology, *χ*^2^(7)=66, *P*\<0.001; genetics, *χ*^2^(7)=41, *P*\<0.001; theory of mind, *χ*^2^(7)=63, *P*\<0.001; neuroimaging, *χ*^2^(7)=41, *P*\<0.001).

Immune research demonstrated a relatively large increase in the number of publications within the past 5 years ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, unlike research on oxidative stress and toxicants, which had relatively few publications until 2000, research on immune dysfunction in ASD started in 1986 and has increased steadily since that time. The growth in immune research is similar to oxidative stress, toxicant exposure, genetic and neuroimaging, but different from the other areas (*immune*: mitochondrial dysfunction, *χ*^2^(7)=31, *P*\<0.001; neuropathology, *χ*^2^(7)=41, *P*\<0.001; theory of mind, *χ*^2^(7)=36, *P*\<0.001).

Genetic research started out with the largest number of papers in 1971--1975 and has grown since then, except for a small dip during 1991--1995. Because of this profile, the trend in publications in genetics was significantly different than for oxidative stress (*χ*^2^(7)=28, *P*\<0.001); mitochondrial dysfunction (*χ*^2^(7)=39, *P*\<0.001); toxicants (*χ*^2^(7)=41, *P*\<0.001); neuroimaging (*χ*^2^(7)=32, *P*\<0.001) and neuropathology (*χ*^2^(7)=34, *P*\<0.001).

Like genetic research, neuroimaging research started early, in 1976--1980, had a rapid rise, and then slowed down in the 1990s when interest in other areas of ASD research began to increase. Because of this profile, the trend in publications in neuroimaging research was significantly different than for oxidative stress (*χ*^2^(7)=25, *P*\<0.001); mitochondrial dysfunction (*χ*^2^(7)=23, *P*\<0.001); toxicants (*χ*^2^(7)=41, *P*\<0.001); genetics (*χ*^2^(7)=32, *P*\<0.001) and neuropathology (*χ*^2^(7)=22, *P*\<0.001) publications.

Mitochondrial dysfunction probably has the most unique trend. As best seen in [Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, a significant number of publications on mitochondrial function in ASD did not start until 1986--1990 and represent 11% of publications during that 5-year period. From 1986--1990 to 2001--2005, the absolute number of publications on mitochondrial dysfunction stayed relatively stable, resulting in this area of research representing proportionally less of the total number of studies on autism research in the eight areas. However, during the years 2006--2010, the number of studies on mitochondrial dysfunction increased considerably, resulting in recent growth in this area of research. Because of this unique profile, the trend in publications in the area of mitochondrial dysfunction was significantly different than for immune (*χ*^2^(7)=31, *P*\<0.001); oxidative stress (*χ*^2^(7)=24, *P*\<0.001); toxicants (*χ*^2^(7)=44, *P*\<0.001); neuropathology (*χ*^2^(7)=23, *P*\<0.0001); theory of mind (*χ*^2^(7)=21, *P*\<0.001) and genetic (*χ*^2^(7)=39, *P*\<0.001) research.

Like mitochondrial dysfunction, neuropathology research started with a relatively larger number of publications in 1986--1990, representing 8% of the publications during that 5-year period, and then demonstrated a stable number of absolute publications until 2001 when the number of publications increased and stabilized again. Because of the muted growth in this area of autism research relative to the other areas, it represents only 2% of the papers on ASD from 2006 to 2010. Because of this profile, the trend in publications in neuropathology research was significantly different than for immune (*χ*^2^(7)=41, *P*\<0.001); oxidative stress (*χ*^2^(7)=43, *P*\<0.001); mitochondrial dysfunction (*χ*^2^(7)=23, *P*\<0.001); toxicants (*χ*^2^(7)=66, *P*\<0.001); neuroimaging (*χ*^2^(7)=22, *P*\<0.001) and genetics (*χ*^2^(7)=34, *P*\<0.001) research.

Theory of mind has steadily grown since the 1976--1980 period, but other areas of research have grown faster in the years 2006--2010, including immune, oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction research, resulting in a significantly different profile for theory of mind (immune, *χ*^2^(7)=36, *P*\<0.001; oxidative stress, *χ*^2^(7)=43, *P*\<0.001; mitochondrial dysfunction, *χ*^2^(7)=21, *P*\<0.001; toxicants, *χ*^2^(7)=63, *P*\<0.001).

In summary, many areas of autism research have grown over the past 40 years, particularly research on immune dysfunction, oxidative stress, toxicant exposures, genetics and neuroimaging. Research on mitochondrial dysfunction has also grown over the past 40 years, but after an initial increase from 1986 to 1990, this area of research did not grow relative to other areas and has only recently started to demonstrate an increase in interest in the last 5 years. Certain areas of research appear to have declined in recent years relative to other areas of autism research, including theory of mind and neuropathology research. Overall, genetic research continues to account for the majority of autism research.

Classification of studies within the four major research areas
--------------------------------------------------------------

### Immune dysregulation and inflammation in ASD

A total of 437 publications (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for reference citations) investigated a relationship between immune dysregulation and/or inflammation and ASD or Rett syndrome, with 416 (95%) implicating a relationship. Twenty-one publications (5%, all of them clinical studies) failed to find an association between immune dysregulation or inflammation and ASD. Publications suggesting a relationship between immune dysregulation and/or inflammation and ASD either reported generalized or organ specific (for example, the brain or GI tract) immune dysregulation/inflammation. An association between ASD and generalized immune dysregulation/inflammation was implicated in 320 publications (73%), including 155 clinical studies, 91 review articles or hypothesis-generating papers, 34 studies using animal models, 19 publications on Rett syndrome and 21 clinical-treatment studies. Neuroinflammation or brain immune dysregulation were implicated in ASD in 65(15%) publications, including 52 clinical studies and 13 review articles. GI inflammation or immune dysregulation were implicated in ASD in 31(7%) publications, including 24 clinical studies and 7 review articles. Ninety-five publications (not included in the initial 437 publications) discussed a possible link between vaccines (mainly MMR vaccine) and immune dysregulation and/or inflammation (especially of the GI tract) in ASD; the majority of these 95 publications reported no significant association.

Of the 231 clinical studies (combined: 155 for generalized immune dysregulation, 52 for neuroinflammation and 24 for GI inflammation) and 21 treatments studies in ASD, 19 (8%) met Level-1 evidence, 164 (65%) were Level 2, 19 (8%) were Level 3, 47 (19%) were Level 4 and 3 (1%) were Level 5. One-hundred ninety-four (77%) studies were controlled and 58 (23%) were uncontrolled. One-hundred eighty-four (73%) studies reported biomarker abnormalities in ASD including 30 studies that reported cytokine abnormalities and 23 studies that reported the presence of autoantibodies to brain tissue. Twenty studies reported abnormal biomarkers of immune function in brain tissue (16 studies) or cerebrospinal fluid (4 studies). Nine studies reported abnormalities in certain growth factors, including epidermal growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor, transforming growth factor-beta 1, insulin-like growth factor, platelet-derived growth factor, and nerve growth factor. See [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} for additional abnormal biomarker measurements. Eighteen studies reported that biomarkers of inflammation or immune dysregulation were positively correlated to the severity of ASD. Ten studies reported an increased prevalence of autoimmune disorders in family members of children with ASD. Thirteen studies reported allergies in children with ASD and 13 implicated infections in ASD. Six studies suggested that immune abnormalities or inflammation were related to mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress or exposure to toxicants.

### Oxidative stress in ASD

A total of 115 publications (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for reference citations) investigated a relationship between oxidative stress and ASD or Rett syndrome, with all 115 (100%) suggesting an association. These publications included 51 clinical studies, 41 review articles or hypothesis-generating papers, 7 clinical-treatment studies, 6 publications reporting animal models and 10 publications on Rett syndrome.

Of the 51 clinical and 7 treatment studies in ASD, 3 (5%) met Level-1 evidence, 37 (64%) were Level 2, 12 (21%) were Level 3, 6 (10%) were Level 4 and none were Level 5. Forty-three (74%) studies were controlled and 15 (26%) were uncontrolled. Fifty-one (88%) of these studies reported abnormal biomarkers of oxidative stress, including alterations in glutathione (16 studies), vitamin E (3 studies), tetrahydrobiopterin (4 studies) and antioxidant enzyme levels, such as glutathione peroxidase, paraoxonase and superoxide dismutase (11 studies). Eight studies reported abnormal biomarkers of lipid peroxidation including four that measured isoprostane levels. Four studies reported increased oxidative stress in post-mortem brain tissue. Eight studies reported mutations in antioxidant enzymes or pathways, such as glutathione peroxidase, superoxide dismutase, glutathione-S-transferase, delta aminolevulinic acid dehydratase, methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase, catechol-O-methyltransferase and the reduced folate carrier. The seven treatment studies reported various clinical and/or biochemical improvements with injected methylcobalamin and oral folinic acid, tetrahydrobiopterin, dimercaptosuccinic acid, betaine and vitamin E administration. Five studies reported a positive correlation between biomarkers of greater oxidative stress and the severity of ASD. Twenty studies reported a potential link between oxidative stress and mitochondrial dysfunction, inflammation and/or environmental toxicant exposures.

### Mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD

A total of 153 publications (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for reference citations) investigated a relationship between mitochondrial dysfunction and ASD or Rett syndrome, with 145 (95%) suggesting a relationship. Eight publications (5%, all of them clinical studies) failed to find an association between mitochondrial dysfunction and ASD (7 studies) or Rett syndrome (one study). The 145 publications implicating an association between mitochondrial dysfunction and ASD included 63 clinical studies, 22 review articles or hypothesis-generating papers, 11 publications reporting animal models and 49 studies of Rett syndrome.

Of the 63 clinical studies in ASD, 14 (22%) met Level-1 evidence, 16 (25%) were Level 2, 2 (3%) were Level 3, 31 were Level 4 (49%) and none were level 5. Thirty-four (54%) studies were controlled and 29 (46%) were uncontrolled. Fifty-three (84%) of these studies reported abnormal biomarkers, which could relate to mitochondrial dysfunction. Commonly abnormal biomarkers included lactic acid (18 studies), pyruvate (11 studies), carnitine (7 studies) and plasma amino acids (4 studies). Twenty-two studies reported at least one abnormal electron transport chain finding. Five studies reported evidence of mitochondrial dysfunction as measured by *in vitro* mitochondrial activity from lymphocytes obtained from individuals with ASD. Twenty studies reported an association between a genetic abnormality and mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD. Two studies reported a positive correlation between biomarkers of mitochondrial dysfunction and the severity of ASD. Four studies noted a potential overlap between mitochondrial dysfunction and environmental toxicant exposures, oxidative stress and inflammation.

### Environmental toxicant exposures in ASD

A total of 190 publications (see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for reference citations) investigated a relationship between environmental toxicant exposures (such as pesticides, chemicals, phthalates, polychlorinated biphenyls, solvents, heavy metals or other pollutants) and ASD, with 170 (89%) implicating a relationship and 20 (11%) publications (19 clinical studies and 1 letter to the editor) failing to find an association between environmental toxicant exposures and ASD. The 170 publications suggesting an association between environmental toxicant exposures and ASD included 71 clinical studies, 67 review articles or hypothesis-generating papers, 26 publications of animal models and 6 treatment studies. Forty-seven publications (not included in the initial 190 publications) examined a possible association between thimerosal (ethylmercury) in vaccines and ASD, with 37 publications reporting no significant association and 10 (all but one publication were from the same authors) reporting some type of association. No publications reported an association or lack of an association between environmental toxicant exposures and Rett syndrome.

Of the 71 clinical and 6 treatment studies in ASD, 9 (12%) met Level 1 criteria, 35 (45%) were Level 2, 14 (18%) were Level 3, 19 (25%) were Level 4 and none were Level 5. Fifty (65%) studies were controlled and 27 (35%) were uncontrolled. Nineteen of these studies implicated lead exposure in ASD, 25 implicated mercury exposure, 8 studies implicated exposure to other toxic metals, 18 implicated exposure to chemicals, pesticides or other pollutants and 4 implicated exposure to dietary-related toxicants. Ten studies reported urinary porphyrins were higher in children with ASD compared with controls or laboratory reference ranges. Four studies implicated genetic mutations that might impair detoxification, and eight studies suggested that children with ASD may have a decreased ability to eliminate toxicants. Eight studies reported a positive association between exposure to toxicants and the severity of ASD. Six studies noted a potential overlap between environmental toxicant exposures and mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress and inflammation.

Discussion
==========

This article reviewed the trends in publications considering four physiological abnormalities potentially related to ASD: immune dysregulation/inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and environmental toxicant exposures. The growth in these areas of research as well as the strength of the evidence presented was reviewed. These four areas were compared with four other well-known areas of ASD research. Below we outline some of the common themes in these four key areas of research.

Trends in publications in four major areas
------------------------------------------

Most publications (552 of 895, 62%) in the four major areas were published in the last 5 years (2006--2010), with the great majority (736, 82%) published in the last 10 years (2001--2010). In general, there has been a precipitous rise in publications investigating these four key areas of physiological abnormalities within the last decade, with oxidative stress and exposure to toxicants growing the fastest and research on immune dysregulation/inflammation growing only slightly slower. Research on mitochondrial dysfunction started several decades ago but only grew slowly. Although research on mitochondrial dysfunction has grown in the last decade, such growth has not been as fast as these other key areas of ASD research. In comparison, other areas of research on ASD also continued to grow, especially genetic research, which represents the largest number of publications in ASD research for any given 5-year time period and continues to grow at a significant pace. Although neuroimaging continued to show significant growth over the last decade, growth in neuropathology and theory of mind research has not kept up with these other research areas in the last decade. Thus, overall it appears that areas of research relating to physiological abnormalities are growing considerably within the last decade at a rate similar to other, more traditional, thriving areas of ASD research (for example, genetics). It does appear that these new areas of research on the physiological abnormalities related to ASD may be replacing research efforts in older areas of ASD research, such as theory of mind and neuropathology.

The identified studies provide strong evidence for an association between these physiological abnormalities and ASD as the great majority of the studies reported an association. The number of published studies documenting this association has significantly increased in the medical literature within the last 10 years as compared with the previous 30 years (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the increase in studies finding an association is not due to previous studies not finding an association, but rather due to the fact that such associations are starting to garner more serious attention and are undergoing systematic investigations. In fact, as more studies examine the potential associations between these physiological abnormalities and ASD, the associations are being confirmed. Overall, our analysis supports the continuation of these potentially important areas of research in ASD as these studies are uncovering new and novel associations that can provide significant insight into the etiology of ASD.

Strength of evidence in four major areas
----------------------------------------

Although the number of manuscripts in the four major areas of research has grown considerably in recent years, the manuscript quality is just as important, if not more important, as quantity. In order to present a judgment of manuscript quality, we ranked all of the clinical and treatment publications identified using a validated level of evidence scale,^[@bib52]^ which ranged from level 1 (strongest evidence) to level 5 (weakest evidence). Overall, most of the manuscripts identified within the four major areas of research were rated as strong studies (for example, level 1 or level 2). Over two-thirds of the manuscripts discussing evidence for immune dysregulation/inflammation (73%) and oxidative stress (69%) were level 1 or level 2, whereas studies on environmental toxicants (57%) and mitochondrial dysfunction (47%) demonstrated a lower percentage of very strong studies. The fact that not all studies were of very strong caliber should not be unexpected in new areas of research. For example, for mitochondrial dysfunction, many of the studies were either single-case reports or case series (level 4). However, in order for a new clinical entity (such as mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD) to be recognized, it is common for case reports to be published to introduce and confirm a new clinical entity before sufficient interest is generated to commit resources to completing larger high-quality, stronger studies. Overall, given the fact that these are recently evolving areas of research, the fact that over half of the papers are strong provides excellent evidence that these areas of research are growing in quality as well as quantity. However, additional studies in environmental toxicant exposures and mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD are warranted.

Overlaps between four major areas
---------------------------------

A total of 36 publications reported a potential link between oxidative stress (20 publications), mitochondrial dysfunction (4 publications), immune dysregulation/inflammation (6 publications) and/or environmental toxicants (6 studies). At this point, it is unclear what triggers immune dysregulation, inflammation, oxidative stress and/or mitochondrial dysfunction in some individuals with ASD. With the interconnections between these physiological abnormalities, it is very possible that one physiological abnormality could trigger other physiological abnormalities. For example, environmental toxicant exposures can induce immune dysregulation and/or inflammation,^[@bib53],\ [@bib54],\ [@bib55],\ [@bib56],\ [@bib57]^ oxidative stress^[@bib58],\ [@bib59],\ [@bib60],\ [@bib61],\ [@bib62]^ and mitochondrial dysfunction.^[@bib63],\ [@bib64],\ [@bib65],\ [@bib66],\ [@bib67],\ [@bib68],\ [@bib69]^ Thus, environmental toxicant exposure is a ripe area of research for triggering additional physiological abnormalities. Overall, it is possible that the interrelationships between these physiological abnormalities could result in an adversarial relationship such that one physiological abnormality could trigger other physiological abnormalities, which could reinforce the first, resulting in a downward spiral that could result in severe metabolic derangements.^[@bib4]^ Additional studies are needed to consider the interrelationships between the physiological abnormalities examined in this study. Further research into these areas may also provide insight into additive effect of abnormalities in critical physiological processes that contribute to ASD and other psychiatric disorders.

Integrating these novel areas of research with more traditional research areas
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To date, many genetic studies have concentrated on single genes that might cause autism. However, it is possible that integrating an understanding of the physiological abnormalities reviewed in this paper with genetic findings may lead to a better understanding of how genetic polymorphisms interact with the environment to contribute to psychiatric disorders. This may also provide a deeper understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms that cause these disorders.

The relationship of the four major areas to understanding the etiology and treatment of ASD
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As 33 studies reported an association between the severity of ASD and immune dysregulation/inflammation (18 studies), oxidative stress (5 studies), mitochondrial dysfunction (2 studies) or toxicant exposures (8 studies), it is possible these physiological abnormalities contribute to the etiology of autism. However, the 33 studies reported these four physiological abnormalities in children with ASD after the diagnosis of ASD was made. Therefore, it is unclear if these physiological abnormalities existed in children with ASD before they developed ASD or if these abnormalities had a causal role in the development of ASD. If they do have a causal role, then it would be expected that these abnormalities would be significantly associated with the severity of ASD, as noted in these 33 studies. Given these findings, it is possible that the identification and treatment of these abnormalities before the development of ASD might prevent ASD or at least reduce the severity of ASD, once acquired. Additional studies are needed to know whether or not immune dysregulation/inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction or environmental toxicant exposures contribute to the development of ASD or if they are merely epiphenomena or comorbidities.

If these physiological abnormalities are shown to contribute to ASD development, then it is possible that treatment of these abnormalities may lead to clinical improvements in ASD symptoms or behaviors. As such, several reviewed publications reported various clinical improvements in some children with ASD using treatments that targeted immune dysregulation, inflammation, toxicity and/or oxidative stress.^[@bib70],\ [@bib71],\ [@bib72],\ [@bib73],\ [@bib74],\ [@bib75],\ [@bib76],\ [@bib77],\ [@bib78],\ [@bib79],\ [@bib80],\ [@bib81],\ [@bib82],\ [@bib83],\ [@bib84],\ [@bib85],\ [@bib86],\ [@bib87],\ [@bib88],\ [@bib89],\ [@bib90],\ [@bib91],\ [@bib92],\ [@bib93]^ Additional studies are needed to investigate if treatment of these physiological abnormalities improves the symptomatology of ASD.

Several reviewed publications discussed the use of biomarkers to identify immune dysregulation, inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction or environmental toxicant exposures in individuals with ASD.^[@bib77],\ [@bib94],\ [@bib95],\ [@bib96],\ [@bib97],\ [@bib98],\ [@bib99],\ [@bib100],\ [@bib101],\ [@bib102]^ The use of biomarkers to identify these physiological abnormalities may help lead to new treatment strategies for individuals with ASD and also help segregate ASD children into subgroups^[@bib103]^ that may respond differently to various treatments. Further studies are needed to examine these possibilities.

Contributions of four major areas to other areas of psychiatric disorders
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abnormalities in the four major areas reviewed in this articles have been reported to contribute to other psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia,^[@bib18],\ [@bib29],\ [@bib36],\ [@bib37],\ [@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46],\ [@bib47]^ bipolar disorder,^[@bib19],\ [@bib39],\ [@bib40],\ [@bib44],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ depression,^[@bib20],\ [@bib28],\ [@bib38],\ [@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ dementia,^[@bib45],\ [@bib46]^ Alzheimer\'s disease^[@bib17],\ [@bib41]^ and ADHD.^[@bib25],\ [@bib26],\ [@bib27]^ Additional studies of these physiological abnormalities and their effects on certain metabolic systems may lead to new insights into the pathophysiology of ASD and other psychiatric disorders, and may help in the understanding of whether there are pathophysiological processes that are common to many psychiatric disorders.

Limitations
-----------

This review had some limitations. We did not undertake a thorough review of each publication to determine if any of the publications explained how or why the reported physiological abnormality was associated with ASD; instead, we only collated whether or not the reviewed abnormality was implicated or not implicated in ASD. A systematic review of each of these physiological abnormalities, where strengths and weakness of included studies are discussed and additional areas of needed research identified would be very helpful in understanding these physiological abnormalities in terms of how they contribute to ASD. For example, recently we published a systematic review and meta-analysis concerning mitochondrial dysfunction in ASD.^[@bib4]^

Another limitation of this review was that some studies reporting a negative association between ASD and immune dysregulation/inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and/or environmental toxicant exposures may not have been published because of negative findings (a form of publication bias). Finally, we only examined a small percentage of published studies on ASD. The 906 unique studies that examined the four major areas in ASD only comprise approximately 6% (906/16 310) of the studies concerning ASD published in the last 40 years.

Conclusions
===========

A large percentage of publications implicated an association between ASD and immune dysregulation/inflammation, oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and toxicant exposures. The strongest evidence was for immune dysregulation/inflammation and oxidative stress followed by toxicant exposures and mitochondrial dysfunction. In all areas, at least 45% of the publications were rated as providing strong evidence for an association between the physiological abnormalities and ASD. Most publications in the four major areas were published in the last 5 years. The largest relative growth was in immune dysregulation/inflammation, oxidative stress, toxicant exposures, genetics and neuroimaging. Research on mitochondrial dysfunction started growing in the last 5 years. Theory of mind and neuropathology research has declined in recent years. Although most publications implicated an association between the four major areas and ASD, publication bias may have led to an overestimation of this association. Further research into these physiological areas may provide insight into general or subset-specific processes that could contribute to the development of ASD and other psychiatric disorders.
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###### Publications implicating or not implicating each reviewed abnormality in ASD

  *Abnormality*                          *Total publications identified*   *Number (%) published in last 5 years*   *Number (%) implicating abnormality in ASD*   *Number (%) not implicating abnormality in ASD*   *Clinical studies reporting an association/ no association*   *Review or hypothesis reporting an association/ no association*   *Animal models reporting an association/ no association*   *Rett syndrome studies reporting an association/ no association*   *Treatment studies reporting an association/ no association*
  -------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------
  Immune dysregulation or inflammation   437[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"}    251/437 (57%)                            416 (95%)                                     21 (5%)                                           231/21                                                        111/0                                                             34/0                                                       19/0                                                               21/0
  Oxidative stress                       115                               84/115 (73%)                             115 (100%)                                    0 (0%)                                            51/0                                                          41/0                                                              6/0                                                        10/0                                                               7/0
  Mitochondrial dysfunction              153                               80/153 (52%)                             145 (95%)                                     8 (5%)                                            63/8                                                          22/0                                                              11/0                                                       49/0                                                               0/0
  Environmental toxicant exposures       190[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}    137/190 (72%)                            170 (89%)                                     20 (11%)                                          71/19                                                         67/1                                                              26/0                                                       0/0                                                                6/0
  Total                                  895                               552/895 (62%)                            846 (95%)                                     49 (5%)                                           416/48                                                        241/1                                                             77/0                                                       78/0                                                               34/0

Abbreviation: ASD, autism spectrum disorder.

Excluding 95 publications concerning a possible association between vaccines and immune dysregulation in ASD.

Excluding 47 publications concerning a possible association between thimerosal and ASD.

###### Levels of evidence (adapted from the Oxford 2011 Levels of Evidence^[@bib52]^)

  *Level*   *Description*
  --------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  1         SR of RCT; individual RCT (with narrow confidence intervals); cohort (prospective) study with good follow --up.
  2         SR of cohort studies with homogeneity; individual cohort (prospective) study; low-quality RCT.
  3         SR of case-control studies with homogeneity; individual case-control (retrospective) study.
  4         Case series or reports.
  5         Expert opinion without critical appraisal.

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized controlled trial, SR, systematic review.

###### Abnormalities in biomarkers of immune dysregulation or inflammation in ASD

  *Abnormality*                                              *Number of studies*
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------
  Cytokine abnormalities                                     30
  Autoantibodies to brain tissue                             23
  Abnormal brain or CSF biomarkers                           20
  Abnormal number of CD4 or CD8 cells                        16
  Alterations in MHC                                         15
  Antibodies to foods                                        12
  Abnormalities in immunoglobulins                           11
  Abnormalities in certain growth factors                    9
  Genetic mutations affecting immune function                7
  Maternal antibodies to fetal brain tissue or lymphocytes   7
  Decreased Bcl-2 expression                                 6
  Alterations in BDNF                                        6
  Microglial activation                                      3
  Abnormalities in natural killer cells                      3
  Abnormal leptin levels                                     2

Abbreviations: ASD, autism spectrum disorders; BDNF, brain-derived neurotrophic factor; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; MHC, major histocompatibility complex.
